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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper k will be a field of characteristic zero and F: k”-k” a 
polynomial map (n> l), i.e. F is given by coordinate functions F;, where F, is a 
polynomial in n variables X,, . . . , X,, over k. 
Suppose that F has a polynomial inverse G = (G,, . . . , G,). Then the determinant 
of the Jacobian matrix JF= (dF;/dXj) is a non-zero constant (see 2.1 below). Con- 
versely the famous Jacobian conjecture asserts: if the determinant of the Jacobian 
matrix is a non-zero constant then F is invertible (with a polynomial inverse). 
This conjecture is still open for all n 2 2! Many attempts have been made to prove 
this conjecture and several partial results have been obtained (see the nice survey 
paper [l] for more information concerning the Jacobian conjecture). 
If the Jacobian conjecture is true, it gives a criterion to describe if a polynomial 
map is invertible. It is the aim of this paper to give a new criterion for the inverti- 
bility of a polynomial map. Furthermore, in contrast with the Jacobian criterion, 
our criterion also gives an explicit formula for the inverse. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we collect some useful facts concerning polynomial maps. 
2.1. Let F be a polynomial map with polynomial inverse G. So, writing X instead 
of (X,, . . . . X,) we get G(F) =X. Then the chain rule implies 
(JG)(F). JF= I. 
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Taking determinants on both sides of the equality gives that det JF is a unit in the 
polynomial ring k[X] : = k[X1, . . . , X,], i.e. det JFE k *. 
2.2. To show that F is invertible we may always replace F by LoF where L(X) = 
X-F(O), i.e. we may assume F(0) = 0. 
So assume F(0) = 0, i.e. each F, has no constant term. If det JFE k * then ob- 
viously det JF(0) + 0. However this last condition implies that F has a formal inverse 
G (see [2, 0 4, no. 4 Proposition 5]), i.e. there exist n formal power series G,, . . . . G, 
in k[[X]] :=k[[X,, . . . . X,]] without constant term such that Fi(GI, . . . , G,) =X, for 
all 1 I is n. Furthermore these Gj are uniquely determined by F, so 
F is invertible if and only if each G; is a polynomial. (1) 
2.3. Let A be a ring and H=(H,,...,H,)EA[[X]]~, where m is an integer ~1. 
Then we say that H is polynomial 
A[X]. If this is the case we define 
deg, H = max deg, Hi. 
Proposition 2.4 [ 1, Corollary 1.41. 
degG<(degF)“-‘. 
3. The main result 
in X if each coordinate H, is a polynomial in 
the X-degree of H to be 
If F is invertible with inverse G, then 
3.1. Let F=(F,, . . . . F,,) be a polynomial map and denote by k[X, V] the poly- 
nomial ring in the 2n variables X,, . . . . X,,, Vi, . . . , V,. If det JFE k * we define poly- 
nomial maps Frkl in k[X, V]” for each integer kz 1 as follows: 
F”‘(X V) .= (JF) - l(X). I/, , * 
F’k + “(X, V) : = 
aFrk’ 
ax (X, V) . F”‘(X, V), for all k> 1 
(here aFtkl/aX denotes the Jacobian matrix (I~F/~]/c?X,) and ‘ . ’ denotes the usual 
matrix multiplication of an n-by-n matrix with an n-by-l matrix). 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.2. (a) Let F be a polynomial map of degree d. Then F is invertible if and 
only if det JFEk* and FLDf”=O, where D=d”-‘. 
(b) If F is invertible, then the inverse G is given by 
G(V) = kg, ; Frkl(O, V-F(O)). (2) 
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Proof. (i) Suppose F is invertible with inverse G. By 2.1 we obtain det JFE k*. So 
we can define the Flkl’s according to 3.1. Let T be a new variable. Put 
y(T) = G(F(X) + TV). 
So y(T) is polynomial in T with coefficients in the ring k[X, V] and deg,y(T) SD 
by Proposition 2.4. Differentiating with respect to T then gives y@“)(T) =O. 
Therefore let’s calculate the derivatives of y(T) with respect to T. 
(ii) Observe that F(G) =X implies that F(y( T)) = F(X) + TV. Differentiating 
with respect to T gives (JF)(y(T))-y’(T) = V, whence y’(T) = (JF)-‘(y(T)). I/= 
F”b(T) V. 
By induction on k, using the chain rule, we obtain 
Y(~)(T) = FIkl(y(T), V), for all kr 1. (3) 
(iii) Since y @‘I)(T)=0 we get y @’ “(0) = 0, so by (3) F’D’ll(y(0), V) = 0 which 
implies that F’O+ “(X, V) = 0 (using y(O) = G(F(X)) =X). 
(iv) To obtain formula (2) substitute X=0 in the definition of y(T) and call the 
obtained result J(T), so y(T) = G(F(0) + TV). Observe that deg,j( T) <II implies 
that 
j(T) = j. +, yck’(0)Tk. (4) 
Since j(O) = G(F(0)) = 0, (3) gives ~‘~‘(0) = FIkl(O, V) for all k> 1. Consequently, 
since j(T) = G(F(0) + TV), substitution of T= 1 in (4) gives 
GUW + V = j, ; F’%, v), 
which implies the desired formula (2). 
(v) Conversely assume that F ‘D+ll = 0 and that det JFE k *. Let L be as in 2.2 and 
put P=LoF (‘0’ means composition of maps). Then F is invertible if and only if 
P is invertible. Furthermore it follows readily from the definitions that Ftl’ = F”’ 
and more generally FLkl =FLkl fo r all kr 1. So in particular FtD’rl = FID+ll. 
Consequently we may assume that F(0) = 0. 
Let G=(Gr, . . . . G,)E k[[X]]” be the formal inverse of F, where G,(O) =0 for all 
i (see 2.2). By (1) it suffices to show that G is polynomial of degree ID. Therefore 
we put y(T) = G(F(0) + TV) = G(TV). Writing G= CF=, GUI in its homogeneous 
decomposition where each G(;, is a polynomial map which components consist of 
homogeneous polynomials of degree i, then G(TV) = C T’G,,,( V). So it suffices to 
prove that G(TV) is polynomial in T of degree 5 D. Observe that the power series 
y(T) satisfies 
Furthermore by (3) we get J@‘(O) = FIkl(O, V) for all kr 1 (the arguments used in (ii) 
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remain valid if G is a formal power series without constant term). So the hypothesis 
PD + ‘I = 0 implies 
y(T) = ; L F’yo V)Tk 
k=l k! ’ * 
Hence G( TV) is polynomial in T of degree SD, as desired. 0 
Corollary 3.3. The Jacobian conjecture holds if and only if det JFE k* implies 
F[o+ 11 = 0. 
Remark 3.4. A refined version of the algorithm described by Theorem 3.2 has been 
programmed in the computer algebra system Maple by A. Heck (University of Ni- 
jmegen). 
The following calculation, which has been done on a Sun-4, gives an impression 
of the efficiency of the algorithm. 
Example. 
I\‘/1 
._I \ I [/I_. University of Nijmegen 
\ MAPLE / Version 4.2 --- Dee 1987 
< > __-- ---- For on-line help, type help0; 
polynomial map = [x4 + 2 (y + 2) x3 + (y + 2) 2 x2 + (y + I) x + y2 + ZY, 
x3 2 + (y + 2) x + y, x + y + 21 
inverse of polynomial map = [x - zy, -zx 2 + 22 2 yx - 23 y2 + Y# 
2x 2 + (-222 y - I) x + 23 y2 + (2 - I) y + 21 
cpu-time (in seconds) = 5.616 
memory allocation (in computerwords) = 202752 
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